Elevation examples
Must meet these requirements (30 points)

• Completion all 4 elevations
• Label all the elevations
• Show understanding of sketching elevation techniques (such as sectional cut)
• Able to convert conceptual design accurately from furniture plan to elevation thru effectiveness use of graphic communication elements in details
  • Architectural (roof, walls, doors, windows, built-ins)
  • Non-architectural elements
  • Accurate vertical circulation
• Illustrate great line weights and line consistency
  • Light, Intermediate, and heavy line weights
Must meet these requirements (30 points)

• Attention to accuracy in scale and proportion
• Pay attention to details
  • Ceiling line, base line, and surrounding planes
  • Architectural and non-architectural elements to scale
  • Architectural and non-architectural elements in details
  • Accurately illustrate materials by providing texture and value
  • Provide critical lightings with light beam
  • Provide entourage
  • Use appropriate graphic presentation
• Provide written verbal conceptual idea in the elevations
• Able to produce great quality elevation in details thru
  • Neatness
  • Professionalism